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Abstract
~ince the Co.de Division Multiple Access (CDMA) system was proposed for the next
generation of mobile communications, several multiuser detection· methods have been
develope? to cope with the Multi-Access Interference inherent in the CDMA system. Fading
and. multIpath ch~acteristi~s of the mobile radio channel present significant challenges to the
designer of multiuser receivers. The fading phenomenon prevents the traditional Phase-Lock
Loop (PLL) carrier recovery, so for the coherent detection, more accurate channel estimation is
required. In this paper, we consider only frequency non-selective fading channels. Removing
the usual assumption that the channel coefficients are perfectly known to the receiver, we
model the fading channel as a second order Auto-Regressive (AR) process, and use the
decision-directed Kalman filter to estimate the channel coefficients. The effect of estimation
errors on the performance of several multiuser detectors is investigated by analysis and
simulations. Issues concerning the implementation of the Kalman filter are also addressed.

1.

Introduction

CDMA is a promising technique for the future generation of mobile communication
systems. It increases the overall capacity, removes the hard upper limit on the numbers of
users (soft capacity), and eliminates the tedious frequency management used in the present
mobile systems [1]. However, the essential problem in the CDMA system is the Multi-Access
Interference (MAI), which stems from the accumulation of the non-zero cross-correlation
noise. The interference is usually severe in the near-far environment in which the received
signal powers are dissimilar. In the presence of fading, the interference is enhanced and can
severely degrade the receiver's detection ability. The interference due to the presence of other
users can be successfully canceled if the conventional single-user correlation receiver is
replaced by a more sophisticated receiver structure.
A number of interference cancellation methods were proposed recently. These
approaches include the optimal [2], linear [3], multistage [4] and decision-feedback detectors
[5]. In [3-5], the performance of these detectors was analyzed for additive white Gaussian
noise synchronous CDMA channel. In [6], the performance of the optimal detector and the
linear decorrelator was analyzed for the flat fading channel. In [7], it was shown that the
decision-feedback detector solves the near-far problem and improves upon the decorrelator for
the flat Rayleigh fading synchronous CDMA channel.
Most of the performance evaluation of the multiuser detection was based on the
assumption that the failing channel coefficie~ts ar~ perfectly known to the b~se-station rec.eiver.
However in the mobile environment, especially ill the presence of fast fading, the tracking of

the carrier phase through the PLL is not as good as for the non-fading channel because of the
hang-up effect of the PLL [8]. This tracking error can harm the performance of the PSK
systems [8-9]. In [8-9], Karm Haeb and Meyr proposed using the Kalm.an filter to re,place the
PLL. Instead of estimating the amplitude and phase, the Kalman filter

IS

~sed to esumate the

In-phase and quadrature components of the c~annel ~oefficients respectlv~ly. The Kalman
filter is known to be the optimum MMSE estimator if the channel coefficients obey GaussMarkov model [10].
.
In [11-12], the Kalman filter was used to estimate the fading channel. coefficients for
the frequency-nonselective fading channel. The pe~?rmance of. the hnear mul~I':lser
decorrelator was evaluated assuming that the correct decisions are available for the decision-

directed estimator. The BER was shown to be heavily dependent on the estimation e~or. In
this paper, we ~so c?ncentrate on the frequency-nonselective fading channel. We examine the
effect of the estimation error and the actual decisions on the performance of the decorrelator
the two-stage detector and the decision-feedback detector.
'
The paper is arranged as follows. In section 2, we review the synchronous CDMA
model and ~everal multiuser detector structures. In section 3, we formulate the signal model of
the flat fading channel, and show how the Kalman filter can be used to estimate the channel
coefficients. Some implementation issues are discussed. The theoretical BER for multiuser
detectors and the actual simulation results are presented in section 4.

2.

Synchronous CDl\tIA System Model and Multiuser Detectors

Consider a synchronous CDMA system with K users for a Rayleigh fading channel.
The received signal is given by
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where CnCi) is the complex fading coefficient, bnCi) is the information bit of the n-th user
drawn from {+ 1,-1 }, snCt) is the normalized signature waveform of the n-th user (the energy of
snCt) is one), and net) is the additive white Gaussian noise with power No.
The front-end of a multiuser detector consists of a bank of matched filters. Each
matched filter is designed to correlate each individual user's signature waveform. The output
of the matched filter bank at the k-th sampling instance can be represented by the column vector
y of length K:
y(k) = RW(k)b(k) + n(k),
(1)
where the input vector b(k) consists of the information bits of K users. The matrix R has
00

components R t m= 5S1(t) sm (t) dt (l.rn = 1, ... ,K), the cross-correlations between the
-00

signature waveforms of users 1 and m. The diagonal matrix W(k) has components W n,n =
{&:ICn(k)1 exp(-j8 n(k)) (n=l, ...,K), where Eb n is the bit energy of user n. The vector n(k)
is a K-dimensional complex Gaussian noise vector. We assume that the channel coefficients
ICnCk)1 exp(-j8 nCk)) are constant during the transmission interval, and are generated by
independent complex Gaussian random processes. The amplitude ICnCk)1 is Rayleigh
distributed, and the phase SnCk) is uniform on [O,21t).
We consider three multiuser detectors: the decorrelator, the two-stage detector and the
decision-feedback detector. The linear decorrelator [3] can be obtained by multiplying the
signal (1) by the inverse of the correlation matrix R:
(2)
z(k) = R-l y(k) = W(k)b(k) + v(k),
where the noise vector v(k) = R -loCk). The decision for the n-th user is made by

bn(k) = sgn(Re[zn (k) C,,· (k)]),

where c,(k) is the estimate of the channel coefficient Cn(k).
The output of the decorrelator for the n-th user, zn(k), contains no interference from other
users; however, the colored Gaussian noise v(k) is enhanced.
The two-stage detector considered here uses the decorrelator as the flf~t stage [4]. The
tentative decisions obtained from the output of the decorrelator are then used to reconstruct the
MAl in the second stage. The reconstructed MAl is subtracted from the output of the matched
filter bank. The final decis{ons are made after canceling the inte~erence.
.
The decision-feedback detector first arranges the users In the descending energy order:
1Wl.l(k)1 ~ 1W2.2(k)1 ~ ... ~ IWK.K(k)1 (the estimates o~ th~ energies are ~sed in the actual
implementation), and then performs the Cholesky factorization of the matnx R~k) to find ~e
noise-whitening filter (F(k)1)-l (i.e., R(k)=F1'(k)F(k») [5,7]. Not~ that the rnatnx R(k) vanes
with the sampling time k depending on the energy order. ThIS was not the case for the

decorrelator and the two-stage detector. If the noise-whitening filter is applied to the matched
filter output y(k), the resulting output vector is
y(k) = F(k)W(k)b(k) + ii(k) ,
(3)
where F(k) is a .left lo~er triangular matrix wi~ its entries denoted by fij(k), and ii(k) is white
~omplex Gaussian noise vector. The lower triangular structure of F(k) leads to the successive
Interference cancellation. The signal of each user in (3) is free from interference due to weaker
users. The first user (the strongest user) can make the decision first since it does not contain

any interference from the other users (5\ (k) = ill (k)~ Eb1 C1(k)b1(k) + iiI (k)). U sing the
decision of the first user, the second strongest user can cancel the interference due to the first
user. Similarly, the multiuser interference in the signal of the n-th user can be completely
deleted if decisions of the users 1 to n-1 are correct

3.

Channel Estimation

Channel estimation is an essential problem for the coherent detection. For the three
(k) are required to make reliable decisions. In
detectors described in section 2, the estimates
particular, for mobile communications where channel varies rapidly, the performance of a
receiver depends heavily upon the accuracy of the channel estimation: We use the Kalman
filter, which, unlike the LMS and the RLS algorithms, incorporates the channel dynamics to
compute the least mean square estimation error and the channel estimates.

c,

Si~nal

model of a fadine chunneJ and the Kalman filter

The power spectrum of a Rayleigh flat fading channel contains narrow band spectral
peaks upon the maximum Doppler frequencies [13]. A simple signal model which describes
the spectral peak: behavior is a lightly damped second order AR process [14]. Once the fading
channel model is determined, the Kalman filter is ready to implement
For user n (n is not shown for simplicity), the discrete-time signal model of the flat
fading channel coefficient is given by a second order Auto-Regressive (AR) process:
C(k)=-a1 C(k-1)-~ C(k-2)+w(k).
(4)
The 2nd order .:~R process can also be expressed as the Gauss-Markov model,
X(k + 1) =F X(k) + G w(k),
(5)
where X(k)

= [C(k)

C(k -l){is the state variable, F

=[ - 1a1 -~]
0

and G

=

[1]

0 are model

parameter matrices. The measurement used to estimate the channel coefficients is the output of
the decorrelator for user n. This signal can be expressed as
z(k) = {E; b(k)C(k) + v(k) = H'(k) X(k) + v(k),
(6)
where H(k)

={E: b(k) [1 of,

and v(k) is the Gaussian noise at the output of the

decorrelator with variance No[R-l]n,n.
Once the fading model (5) and the measurements (6) are acquire<:i, the Kalman filter ~an
be used as the channel estimator. The estimates are generated recursively by the following
equations [10]:
M(k) = I(k) H(k) [H'(k) I(k) H(k) + R]-l,
(7)
Kalman filter gain:
K(k) = F M(k) ,
(8)
X(k + 1) = [F - K(k) H/(k)] X(k) + K(k) z(k),
(9)
Prediction:
Error Covariance: I:(k + 1) =-p [I:(k) - M(k) H'(k) l:(k)] F' + G Q G' (Ricatti equation), (10)

where Rand

Q are the variances of the excitation noise and channel noise, i.e.,

R = E(lv(kt), Q = E(lw(k)n·

.

.

..

The structure of the decorrelator with the Kalman channel es~ator IS shown In FIgure
1. It is convenient to use the output of the decorrelator z(k) as the mput of the Kalman filter

since it does not contain MAl shown in (2). The measurement z(k) is the same as for the single
user .case except for the enhanced noise. Therefore, the channel estimate of each user can be

obtained separately, i.e., join~ estimation is not necessary. In [12], the outputs of the matched.
filt~r b~k :-vere u~ed. to estI1l!a~e the .ch~nel .coefficients; ?owevC?r, in this case, the joint
estlm~tlon IS required.

The ~olnt esnrnanon Involyes the irreducible data dependency in
updating the Kalman filter gam (8), the channel esnrnate (9), and the error covariance (10)
[12]. The £?atched f!l~er b~ is prone to make decision errors when the interference is high,
so ~he u.nrel~able declslon~ will lead to the inaccurate estimation. Compared with the non-joint
est:ma~on, It w~s show~ In [15] that the joint estimation has only limited improvement in the
estimation error ill the high SNR region.

Implementation Issues
Equatio~s (7-10) show that the channel estimates depend on the matrices F, G and
H(k). The matnx H(k) depends on the unknown data bit b(k). When the estimator is in the
training mode, the correct data bits are available. In the decision-directed mode, the decision
A

b(k) is used in place of b(k). In this section, we will discuss the details of the Kalman filter
implementation.
(i)

The Training Mode:

The main purpose of the training mode is to let the initial channel estimates converge to
the channel coefficients (9). The error covariance matrix can also be computed at this time, and
can later be used in the decision-directed mode. From (10), the error covariance matrix L:(k)
appears to be data-dependent since the matrix L(k) is dependent on the matrix H(k). However,
by examining (7) and (10) carefully, we observe that in our case, the product M(k)H(k) is
given by the quadratic form which eliminates the data-dependency. Using this fact, we can
show by a simple induction argument that the error covariance matrix 1:(K) does not depend of
the transmitted data stream. This also implies that in the decision-directed mode, wrong
decisions will not affect the error covariance matrix. Therefore, in principle, the steady state
error covariance matrix can be computed off-line prior to the reception, and used in the
decision-directed mode to save the computational load.
(i i) Decision-directed mode:

In the decision-directed mode, the data-dependent matrix H(k) is unknown, so it is

replaced by H(k) = {E: b(k)

[lOr, where

b(k) is the decision. The substitution modifies
(7-9). The prediction equations are now given by (11-13),
M(k) = L(k) H(k) [H/(k) L(k) H(k) + R]-l
(11)

Kalman filter gain:
Prediction:

K(k)

= F M(k)

(12)

X(k+ 1) = [F - K(k) H/(k)] X(k) + K(k) z(k)
(13)
Note that this does not affect the steady-state covariance matrix as discussed in the
previous section. One should note that the stationarity of the error covariance does not imply

that the "measured" mean square error (MSE) (

~ I:JC(k) _C(k)1

2
)

approaches the

theoretical MSE L(k)11. Actually the measured MSE sometimes may be much larger than the
theoretical MSE. When the measured MSE is much larger than the theoretical one, an

interesting "reversal" phenogjenon occurs. The term "reversal phenomenon" refers to the fact
that the estimates are close to the opposites of the actual channel coefficients (phase shift of 1t).
It is illustrated. in Figure 2. The channel estimates and channel coet~c~ents are.reversed.
between iteration 300 and 600. During this interval, almo~t all the decisions ~e Incorrect.

Observations show that the reversal phenomenon starts dunng the deep fades, I.e:,.when the
magnitudes of the channel coefficients are quite small. In the ~eep fades, th~ decision ~rro~s
are likely to occur, and the KaIm3;". estimator will produce the inaccurate estimates, which in
turn will cause the subsequent decision errors.

The follow~g argume.nts e~plain the reversal phenomenon. Substituting the output of
the decorrelator (6) into (13) (ignoring the noise term), we have
X(k + 1) = FX(k) + K(k) ( H(k) X(k) - H(k) X(k) }

Suppose the decision is wrong, i.e., b(k) = -b(k). Then H(k)

(14)

= -H(k), and (14) becomes

X(k+l)=FX(k)-K(k) H(k){ X(k)+ X(k)}.

(15)

The sum of the actual channel coefficient state vector X(k) (5) (without the noise term w(k))
and the estimate (15) gives
X(k+l)+X(k+l)={ F -K(k) H(k)}{ X(k)+X(k)}

(16)

If the Kalman filter is stable, i.e., the magnitudes of all the eigenvalues of the matrix
F - K(k) H(k) are less than one, X(k) ~ -X(k) as k increases. Thus, the sequence of the
incorrect decisions may trigger the reversal phenomenon.

On the other hand, if the decision is correct, then H(k)

= H(k), (14) becomes

X(k + 1) = F X(k) + K(k) H(k){ X(k) - X(k) }
Subtracting (17) from (5), we obtain
X(k + 1) - X(k + 1) = {F - K(k) H(k) }{ X(k) - X(k) }

(17)
(18)

Equation (18) implies that a sequence of correct decisions will result in the estimate X(k)
approaching the actual channel coefficient X(k) provided that the ignored noise terms are small.
These arguments and the experimental results -show that a few consecutive errors in the deep
fades are likely to trigger the reversal phenomenon. Once the reversal of the channel
coefficients is established, the incorrect decisions continue to occur, even when the channel is
"outside" the deep fades. This is due to the fact that the decision is given by

b (k) = sgn(Re[z (k) CO(k)]). When the estimate C(k):= -C(k) , the decision is likely to be
b(k) = -b(k). The reversal typically continues until another deep fade during which several
"decision errors" (which are actually the correct decisions) may disrupt the convergence in (16)
and allow the estimator to recover back to (18).
To avoid the reversaJ., we set up a threshold level P. When the amplitude of the current
channel estimate becomes smaller than the threshold level (IC(k)1 < P), i.e., the channel is in a
deep fade, the transmitter is informed to send a training bit next time. The transmission
throughput is related to the threshold level. The higher the threshold level, the lower the
throughput.

4.

Performance Analysis

The fading channel model is given by a second order AR process with a1=-1.9935,
a2=O.996. The model corresponds to a second order IIR filter with poles given by rde±j(J)t/T,
where rd=O.998 and normalized fading rate OOdT=2mdT=O.0503 [14]. The data rate is 10 kb/s

and maximum Doppler shift (fd) is 80 Hz.

The synchronous CDMA system has 2 ~sers. We consid.er two cases. In the first
case, the MAL is moderate, and the cross-correlation between the SIgnature waveforms r~.3.
In the second case, the MAL is strong, r=O.9. We examin~ the performan.ce of.th~ multiuser
detectors with Kalman channel estimators by computing the theoretical limits and by
simulations.

Theoretjcal Results
When the channel coefficients are estimated using the MMSE criterion, the BER of the
decorrelator for user n was given by [11]:
1[1
l - rn
]
PEtkc,BPSK = 2
- 1+ [R -1] /I,n /(19)
rll ,

r"

where [R-l]n,n is the n-th diagonal element of the inverse of the cross correlation matrix,
is
the. average SNR defined by Ebn E(IC n(k)12)/No, and F is the normalized estimation error
vanance for the n-th user, defined by
to

r =E
"

2

\C,,(k)-C,,(k)1

)

E(IC,,(k)n

The steady-state estimation error variance can be calculated 'by the Ricatti equation (10). From
the orthogonality principle of the MMSE estimator, i.e.,
e(k)

= C(k) -

E( C(k)e" (k)) = 0

where

C(k), we obtain

E( C(k)C" (k)) = E( C(k)C· (k)) = (1- r)E(IC(k)n
Equation (20) implies that the normalized covariance matrix of [Ctk) C(k)] is

(20)

1
[i

-r

1-

r].

1-1

Assuming that C(k) and C(k) are jointly Gaussian, we obtain the vector

~(k)] = A[W (k)]
[C(k)
w (k)
1

2

(21)

f].

and w2(k) are i.i.d. while Gaussian random variables, and AAT=[1
11-1 l - r
Using (21) and the Monte Carlo simulation technique, we generate the channel coefficients
C(k) and the corresponding channel estimates C(k), and calculate the BER of the decorrelator,
the 2-stage and the decision-feedback detectors. The simulation results for the decorrelator
agree with (19).
To compare with the differentially coherent modulation scheme for the fading channel,
the decorrelator with DPSK is considered [12, 15]. The BER of this decorrelator is [12]
where

WI (k)

1

=-[1-

PE
tkc.DPSK

2

P
] where
1+ [R- 1t,,,/r,,

p=

E(C(k)C"Ck -1))

E(lC(k)n

I

Figures 3 and 4 show the theoretical BER of these multiuser detectors with Kalman
channel estimators for the two user channels with r=O.3 and r=O.9 receptively. With moderate
MAl (r=0.3), the decorrelator, the 2-stage and the decision-feedback detector have similar
performance which is close to the single user system with the same imperfect channel
estimation. For high MAl (r=O.9), the 2-stage and the decision-feedback detectors outperform
the decorrelator even when compared with the decorrelator with perfect channel estimation for
SNR below 25dB. In high SNR region, the BER of all three detectors are similar. This
probability error floor is mainly due to the irreducible mean square estimation error ( T n in
(19)) rather than to the MAl [12, 15]. We also observe that multiuser detectors outperform the
decorrelator with DPSK in both cases. Note that the BER of the three multiuser detectors are
higher than the BER of the single user system. This is due to the fact that the noise component
in the input to the channel estimato~ for the single user system is ~ot e~hanced as for the
multiuser detectors. Therefore, the SIngle user system has smaller esnrnation error and lower
BER. In summary, the performance gains of the 2-stage and the decision-feedback detectors
are still preserved. However, the improvement with respect to the decorrelator is not as
significant as for the perfect-estimation case.

Actual Simulatjon Results

The error covariance matrix used in the decision-directed mode is computed during
training (about 100 iterations) and could be computed off-line. ~e threshold level is set ~n the
following way. Suppose that the ~plitude of the channel coefficient ~~ the channel estimate
are approximately the same. Using (6), we can compute the probability of error when ~e
amplitude of the channel coefficient ICI=P. We choose the threshold level P so that this

probability is 10-2. Thus, we avoid the si~uations when the channel undergoes deep fades.
For example, for the two-user case with cross-correlation r, this criterion leads to

I I

p2 e,
2 ·
Q( No
12 (1- r 2 )) = 10· If the amplitude of the current estimate C(k) <P, the next bit
b(k+ 1) se.nt
the transmitter is used for retraining. Although this is not a realistic ARQ
protocol, It gives an upper bound on the throughput (the ratio of the number of data bits to the
number of ~ll ~ansmitted bits (data+training)). Table 1 shows the throughputs given this
threshold cntenon. Note that the throughput of the decorrelator with r=O.9 is much lower than
the throughput of the single user system in the low SNR region. This is due to the noise
enhancement in the output of the decorrelator.
A

?y

Average SNR (dB)
Single user
Throughput(%) 2 user (r=O.3)
2 user (r=O.9)

10

15

20

25

30

35

86.9
86.1
47.3

95.8
95.3
79.6

98.6
98.5
92.9

99.5
99.5
97.7

99.8
99.8
99.3

99.9
99.9
99.7

Table 1: Throughputs of the single user system and the decorrelator (2 user)
for the simulation shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5 shows the actual simulation results. Compared with the theoretical results, the
BER are lower because the receivers do not make decisions during deep fades. The BER of
the decorrelator (r=O.3) is very close to that of the single user system. We did not encounter
any reversals during the simulation with 106 bits. However, the probability of reversal is still
under investigation.

5.

Work in Progress

In this paper, 'Ne use the Kalman fliter as the channel estimator for the Rayleigh flat
fading channel. The error propagation problem (termed the "reversal phenomenon") present in
the decision-directed mode was found to be a major obstacle to the reliable performance of this
estimator. To prevent this problem, we set up a threshold to avoid the deep fades. Another
method, the DPSK with coherent detection, is under the investigation. This is due to the fact
that the reversal (phase shift of 1t) will not affect the difference between the phases of two
consecutive bits. Our future study will concentrate on practical considerations, such as
applying Kalman filter and other estimation methods to the Jakes' fading model, and
investigating the performance of multiuser detectors for asynchronous multipath fading
channels.
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Figure 1: The decorrelator with the Kalman estimators
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Figure 2: The reversal phenomenon of the Kalman estimator in the decision-directed mode
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Figure 3: BER of multiuserdetectors for a two-user channel (r=O.3)
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Figure 4: BER of multiuser detectors for a two-user channel (r=0.9)

Actual Simulation. Fading Rate: WdT=O.0503
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Figure 5: Actual BER of the decorrelator with Kalman estimator using the threshold criterion

